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A fusion-evaporation reaction has been employed to search for isomeric states in the near-proton drip-line
N577 isotones, 65

142Tb and 67
144Ho. The recoiling nuclei were implanted into a silicon detector at the focal plane

of a gas-filled separator, where a recoil isomer tagging technique was employed to correlate prompt and
delayedg-ray transitions across isomeric states. New states were observed to be built upon a known 15-ms
isomer in 142Tb and the feeding and decay of a new 500(20)-ns isomeric state was established in144Ho. This
measurement represents the first observation of excited states in144Ho. The behavior of the new states above
the isomers suggests that they are built upon low-deformation configurations with significant triaxiality. This is
in contrast to the lighter-mass proton emitters that were recently interpreted as being well-deformed, prolate,
axially symmetric nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mass 130–140 region of nuclei, near the proton d
line, is currently the subject of a considerable amount
theoretical attention. This activity has been directed tow
the understanding of proton radioactivity@1# that was re-
cently observed in140Ho, 141Ho, and 131Eu @2,3#. In these
nuclei, the proton decay rates are explained in terms o
single proton tunneling through a Coulomb plus centrifu
barrier using the WKB approximation and spectroscopic f
tors derived from low-senioritydeformedshell-model calcu-
lations @2–5#. In contrast, the proton decay rates in t
heavier nuclei from Z569 (Tm) to Z581 (Tl) have been
described by calculations based onsphericalshell-model cal-
culations@6#. In order to add experimental validation to th
predictions that these proton drip-line nuclei can be
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dex, France.
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formed, it would be useful to observe excited states in
parent nuclei. The mass 130–140 drip-line nuclei have, h
ever, proven to be very difficult to access and study at m
erate spins using heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reacti
with stable beam and target combinations. In this regi
evaporation residues that are less neutron deficient are
avoidably produced with larger cross sections than the o
nuclei of interest. The reason that140Ho, 141Ho, and 131Eu
could be studied@1,33# relies on the fact that these channe
can be selectively tagged by the observation of a proton
cay with a specific energy. For the other nuclei in this reg
that do not proton decay, this method cannot be explo
and therefore, a systematic study of the evolution of nucl
deformation with mass, cannot be undertaken using pro
tagging alone.

In order to complement the information obtained fro
proton-decay measurements and extend the experime
knowledge of this proton-rich region, another taggi
method is required to preferentially select the nuclei of int
est. The tagging method employed in this work requires
presence of an isomeric state that decays byg-ray emission.
Isomeric states are not uncommon in this region and ind
proton emission was recently observed from an isome
state in 141mHo @3#. Such isomers are a result of the highj
states that involve theh11/2 intruding proton orbit and their
associated high-multipolarity decays. In addition, theh11/2
proton orbits tend to favor collective prolate deform
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C. SCHOLEYet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 034321
shapes withg50°; and the neutron configurations, being
the upper part of theh11/2 shell, tend to favor collective ob
late nuclear shapes withg5260°. Both of the associate
prolate and oblate potential-energy minima are predicted
have similar energies@7–9#. Recoil isomer tagging was re
cently employed to correlate prompt and delayed data ac
a 6-ms, Kp582 isomer in 138Gd @10# and establish the
prompt rotational band built upon the isomer. The select
power of recoil isomer tagging, like that of proton taggin
can be demonstrated by the fact that even when the ene
of the prompt ‘‘above-isomer’’ transitions are known it r
mains almost impossible to isolate these transitions in
promptg-g coincidence data due to the overwhelming nu
ber of competing channels with large cross sections. H
ever, now that the first fewg rays have been established b
recoil isomer tagging, high-fold coincidence data from t
EUROBALL @11# or GAMMASPHERE@12# large arrays of
high-efficiency detectors should provide this selection. T
paper reports on the establishment of new states abo
known 15-ms isomer in142Tb @13# and the feeding and deca
of a new isomeric state in144Ho. This measurement repre
sents first observation of excited states in144Ho. The diffi-
culty in studying these nuclei can be put into perspect
by considering that144Ho and 142Tb are 21 and 17 neutron
away from their respective stable isotopes,165Ho and 159Tb.
It is anticipated that isomer tagging can be selectiv
applied to many other isomeric nuclei in this region.
this way, it will be possible to bridge the gap in knowled
between those nuclei that can be studied, at the proton d
line using proton-decay tagging, and the less neutr
deficient nuclei that have sufficiently large cross sectio
such that they can be studied in heavy-ion fusio
evaporation reactions without the requirement of additio
channel selection.

II. EXPERIMENT

Moderate-spin states in the very neutron-deficient nuc
142Tb and 144Ho, were populated with the54Fe192Mo reac-
tion. Two stacked 92Mo foils, of thickness 500
1300 mg/cm2, were bombarded with54Fe beams at ener
gies of 236 and 226 MeV from the K130 cyclotron at t
University of Jyväskylä, Finland. Promptg-ray transitions
were detected with the 27 escape-suppressed germanium
tectors of the JUROSPHERE II spectrometer that consis
of 15 EUROGAM type I detectors@14# @of efficiency'70%
relative to a standard 76376 mm NaI~Tl! detector at
1.3 MeV#, seven TESSA type detectors@15#, and five
NORDBALL type detectors @16# ~both of relative
efficiency '25%). The absolute photo-peak efficiency
the JUROSPHERE II array was measured to be'1.5% at
1.3 MeV. The recoiling evaporation residues were separa
from the beamlike particles by the RITU gas-filled separa
@17#. The flight time of the recoils through RITU was ap
proximately 0.5 ms. At the focal plane of RITU the residue
passed through a multiwire proportional counter~MWPC!
and implanted into a 16-strip 80335 mm silicon detector
@18#. The Si-strip detector covered approximately 70% of
recoil distribution at the focal plane. Three NORDBALL an
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two TESSA detectors were placed in a close geome
around the Si-strip detector in order to detect isomeric
delayedg rays that were emitted within'50 ms of a recoil
arriving at the focal plane. The absolute focal-plane e
ciency of these detectors was determined to be'0.9% at 1.3
MeV.

The data acquisition was triggered for 50ms by a recoil
event in the Si detector. During this 50-ms period, delayedg
rays that were detected at the focal plane, events in
MWPC detector, and previously detected promptg rays
from JUROSPHERE II were written to tape. The beam c
rent was approximately 2.7 particle-nA at the higher be
energy ~236 MeV! and 2.4 particle-nA at the lower beam
energy~226 MeV!. These beam currents produced a prom
g-ray rate in JUROSPHERE II of 1.3 kHz, and a Si rate
3.0 kHz at 236 MeV, and 1.0 kHz and 2.0 kHz, at 226 Me
respectively. In the experiment, a total of 63106 prompt
events were correlated with delayed events in approxima
five days of beam time at 236 MeV and 43105 prompt
events in approximately one day at 226 MeV. Energy a
efficiency measurements were performed with calibra
133Ba, 152Eu, and 60Co radioactive sources placed both
the JUROSPHERE II target position and at the Si detec
position for the focal-plane germanium detectors.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The analysis was performed using a series of tw
dimensional matrices and theUPAK @19# software package. In
particular, at each beam energy, a recoil-gatedg-g matrix
was created, which contained only those prompt events
were detected in JUROSPHERE II in coincidence with
recoiling nucleus in the Si detector. The main channels po
lated at 236 MeV were measured to be 26%144Dy ~from the
2p evaporation channel!, 54% 143Tb (3p), 11% 142Gd
(4p), 8% 140Gd (a2p), and 3% 141Tb (ap). Similarly at
226 MeV, the main channels populated were 47%144Dy
(2p), 44% 143Tb (3p), 3% 142Gd (4p), 4% 140Gd (a2p),
and 3% 141Tb (ap).

These data were also sorted into a series of prompt (g ray
detected in JUROSPHERE II! versus delayed (g ray de-
tected at focal plane! coincidence matrices with various con
straints on the time of the delayedg ray, after a recoiling
nucleus was implanted into the Si detector. These matr
allowed correlation of prompt and delayed data across
meric states. In order to extract lifetimes for the isome
states, a matrix was constructed of delayedg-ray energy
against the time that the delayedg ray as measured by th
delayed-g versus recoil time to amplitude converter~TAC!.
This TAC was started by a recoil event in the Si detector a
stopped by a delayedg ray detected in the focal-plane ge
manium detectors. In the analysis, many new delayed tra
tions were observed with half-lives in the nano to micros
ond (ns2ms) range. The most strongly selected transitio
in this work were assigned to the decay of the known 15-ms
isomer in 142Tb @13# and a new isomeric state in144Ho.
1-2
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FIG. 1. ~a! A spectrum of promptg-ray tran-
sitions that results from setting gates on 137
165-, and 303-keV delayedg rays from the decay
of the 15-ms isomeric state in142Tb. ~b! Spec-
trum of delayedg-ray transitions from setting
gates on 367-, 439-, 538-, and 557-keV promptg
rays that feed the 15-ms isomeric state in142Tb
from the 236-MeV data. The inset shows th
x-ray region expanded for clarity.
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A. 142Tb

The maing rays that dominate the delayed spectra, in
lifetime range from 10–30ms at the higher beam energ
236 MeV, were the 37-, 137-, 165-, 219-, and 303-keV tra
sitions, which are known decays from the 15-ms isomer in
142Tb @13,9#. 142Tb was produced through the 3pn exit chan-
nel and was strongly observed at the higher beam energy
was optimized to the three-particle exit channels. A simila
gated spectrum from the lower beam energy data~226 MeV!
showed little evidence for these transitions.

By correlating prompt and delayedg rays across the iso
meric state@10#, the structure that feeds the isomer was o
served. Gates set on the 137-, 165-, and 303-keV transit
on the delayed axis of the prompt-delayed matrix produce
spectrum of new promptg rays that lie above the isome
shown in Fig. 1~a!. Conversely, Fig. 1~b! shows the result of
gating on some of these new transitions~367-, 439-, 538-,
and 557-keV! on the prompt axis of the matrix and projec
ing out theg rays that are in delayed coincidence. The in
to Fig. 1~b! shows the low-energy region of the spectrum th
has been expanded for clarity. It should be noted that
good low-energy efficiency and resolution of the small
volume TESSA and NORDBALL focal-plane detectors a
low the Ka and Kb x rays to be detected.~The Tb x-ray
energies areKa1,2543.7 and 44.5 keV, andKb1,2550.3 and
51.7 keV.! These x-ray transitions are reduced in intensity
the prompt spectra that were taken at the target position
to the presence of absorbers on the large-volu
EUROGAM detectors. The detection of x rays is a use
property when the delayed radiation is from an unkno
nuclide. Table I lists the measuredg-ray energies and inten
sities for the known delayed transitions in142Tb @13# and the
newly assigned prompt transitions above the 15-ms isomer.

Note that once the prompt transitions have been es
lished above the isomer, it might be expected that the le
scheme can easily be constructed by solely using the pro
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g-g matrix to examine the coincidences. In fact this is n
the case as setting these gates in the prompt matrix resu
a highly contaminated spectrum. Unfortunately, the 27 de
tors of the JUROSPHERE II spectrometer did not yield s
ficient statistics to examine threefold coincidences for th
weakly populated channels. This point illustrates the se
tivity of the recoil isomer tagging technique for isolatin
isomeric states in channels with low production cross s

TABLE I. g-ray energies for the known delayed transitions
142Tb @13# and g-ray energies and intensities for the new prom
transitions above the isomer established in this work. Note that
prompt and delayed transitions are normalized separately in the
sections.

DelayedEg(keV) I g

37.0~5! 81~25!

137.4~4! 33~4!

165.3~2! 34~4!

219.3~1! 1~1!

303.4~1! 100~7!

PromptEg(keV) I g

143.4~1! 11~2!

189.6~2! 9~3!

207.9~1! 17~4!

367.1~1! 48~2!

395.3~2! 25~1!

439.0~2! 41~1!

537.9~2! 41~3!

557.2~2! 100~7!

628.6~2! 22~6!

759.9~6! 51~2!

876.9~3! 26~4!
1-3
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C. SCHOLEYet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 034321
tions. In order to proceed further, it was necessary to c
sider the intensities given in Table I and also to constr
another gated coincidence matrix of those prompt rec
gatedg-ray events that were gated by delayed 37-, 13
165-, 219-, and 303-keV142Tb transitions in the lifetime
range of 10–20ms. Although the statistics in this matri
were small, it was still possible to verify that the 557-, 76
and 877-keV transitions are in coincidence with each ot
and therefore, likely form a rotational sequence. The ot
prompt g rays in Fig. 1~a!, 367-, 439-, and 538-keV ar
tentatively placed as decays into this sequence, see the
scheme for142Tb, Fig. 2. The tentative placing of these tra
sitions is based upon their intensities, the fact that the ene
sums for the 189.6- and 439.0-keV transitions are consis
with the energy of the 628.6-keV transition, and the 439-k
transition was determined to be in coincidence with the 5
keV transition in a recoil-gated promptg-g matrix. This
level scheme for142Tb is consistent with the discussion pr
sented in Sec. IV. The decay of the 15-ms isomer, which was
first reported in Ref.@13#, was confirmed in this work from

FIG. 2. The deduced level scheme for the states that feed
isomeric state in142Tb. The white part of the transition arrow
indicates the electron-conversion component. The decay of the
(52) state is from Ref.@9#. The decay of the 15ms is from Ref.
@13#.
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the g-g coincidences recorded by the focal-plane detecto
The decay of the 0.3-s (52) isomeric state was presented
Ref. @9#.

B. 144Ho

Figure 3 shows a delayed spectrum measured at the f
plane of RITU produced from the data at both beam energ
with the only condition that anyg ray must have occurred
1 –3 ms after a recoil was implanted in the Si detector. T
main transitions in the spectrum are the 56-, 60-, 148-,
209-keVg rays and the 47- and 54-keV x rays. Theseg rays
were more strongly populated in the 226-MeV data than
236-MeV data, which implies that they likely arise from
two-particle rather than a three-particle exit channel. The
layedg-g matrix from the focal-plane detectors was used
determine the coincidence relations and relative intensi
for these transitions but the specificg-ray ordering remains
ambiguous with the present data. The multipolarities of
transitions that depopulate the isomeric state have been
duced from the intensity balance and the internal convers
coefficients. A consistent solution for the decay of the isom
is only found if the 56-, 60-, and 148-keV transitions are
electric dipole character and the 209-keV transition is
electric quadrupole character. This solution is also consis
with the hindered 56-keVg ray from the isomer being a
configuration-changingE1 transition.

The use of the recoil isomer tagging establishes wh
transitions feed these isomeric states. The result of set
gates on the 56-, 60-, 148-, and 209-keV transitions on
delayed axis of the prompt-delayed matrix and projecting
the prompt transitions is shown in Fig. 4~a!. The effect of
gating on the four most intensely populated promptg-ray
transitions in this spectrum, 502-, 724-, 856-, and 885-k
and projecting out the delayedg rays is shown in Fig. 4~b!.
This spectrum shows the delayed 56-, 60-, 148-, and 2
keV transitions along with the HoKa1,2 and Kb1,2 x rays.
The inset of Fig. 4~b! shows the x-ray region expanded fo
clarity. It can be observed that the only x rays in the sp
trum correspond very well with those of the unresolv
Ka1,2547.5- and 46.7-keV and the resolvedKb1,2553.8-
and 55.3-keV x rays of Z567 holmium. The weakerKb2

he

3 s
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d
n

FIG. 3. A g-ray spectrum gated on the tim
region of 1 –3 ms after a recoil was implanted
into the Si detector from the sum of the 226- an
236-MeV data. A long-lived background regio
has been subtracted.
1-4
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FIG. 4. ~a! A spectrum of promptg-ray tran-
sitions that results from setting gates on the 5
60-, 148-, and 209-keV delayedg rays.~b! Spec-
trum of delayedg-ray transitions from setting
gates on the 501-, 723-, 856-, and 885-ke
prompt g rays that feed the isomeric state
144Ho. The inset shows the x-ray region that w
used for Z identification. The data are recoil
gated and are from the sum of the 226- and 23
MeV data.
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component is hidden by the 56-keVg ray. ThisZ informa-
tion and the fact that these isomeric-decay transitions w
more strongly populated in the 226-MeV data than the 2
MeV data, indicate a two- rather than three-particle e
channel, and result in an assignment to the odd-odd nuc
144Ho from thepn exit channel.

The half-life of the new isomer in144Ho was established
from a series of time spectra gated on the 56-, 60-, 148-,
209-keV transitions. Figure 5 shows a time spectrum ga
by the sum of these transitions from the 226- and 236-M
data. The least-squares fit to the data yields a half-life
500(20) ns.

Table II lists the prompt and delayedg-ray energies and
intensities for the newly established transitions in144Ho. The

FIG. 5. The lifetime plot for the 500(20)-ns isomeric state
144Ho and the least-squares fit to the data. The spectrum is the r
of a sum spectrum gated on the 56-, 60-, 148-, and 209-keV t
sitions in the sum of the 226- and 236-MeV data. A local ba
ground from the adjacent region to the peak was subtracted f
each gate used in the sum.
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coincidence relations and ordering of the prompt transitio
above the isomer, shown in Fig. 4~a!, cannot be determined
from the promptg-g matrix from the JUROSPHERE II tar
get array alone. These were deduced from a matrix that o
included those prompt recoil-gatedg-ray events that were in
coincidence with the delayed 56-, 60-, 148-, and 209-k
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-
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TABLE II. g-ray energies and intensities for the transitions
signed to 144Ho in this work. Note that the prompt and delaye
transitions are normalized separately in the two sections.

DelayedEg(keV) I g

46.7~2! x rays
53.6~2! x rays
56.4~2! 100~9!

60.4~3! 11~1!

148.2~2! 91~7!

209.0~2! 54~6!

PromptEg(keV) I g

299.1~3! 4~1!

347.5~2! 7~2!

362.9~1! 16~3!

429.6~3! 25~2!

467.8~2! 19~2!

501.6~2! 100~7!

567.3~3! 10~5!

723.6~4! 64~5!

761.7~8! 16~3!

813.1~6! 36~4!

856.0~2! 47~6!

868.5~3! 27~5!

885.2~5! 42~4!

913.0~8! 10~2!
1-5
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FIG. 6. A sum of the 502-, 724-, and 856-ke
prompt gates in a promptg-g matrix that is gated
by delayed 56-, 60-, 148-, and 209-keV trans
tions in the 0.5–2.0-ms time range.
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transitions in 144Ho in the lifetime range of 1 –3ms. Al-
though the statistics in this matrix were small, it was s
possible to confirm that the 502-, 724-, 856-, 885-, and 8
keV transitions are in coincidence with each other and
likely to form a rotational sequence. Figure 6 shows the s
of the 502-, 724-, and 856-keV gated spectra from this m
trix. It was not possible to definitely establish whether t
913-keV transition was also in coincidence with this 50
724-, 856-, 885-, and 813-keV transition sequence in th
data, but this is likely. In addition, several other promptg
rays ~363-, 430-, and 468-keV! were observed to be in
prompt coincidence with the delayedg rays in 144Ho. The
most likely position for these transitions is tentatively sho
in the proposed144Ho level scheme, Fig. 7 and is consiste
with the discussion presented in Sec. IV.

Based on the total number of prompt counts in t
prompt-delayed spectra for144Ho @Fig. 4~a!# and 142Tb @Fig.
1~a!#, the production cross sections for these bands were
timated to be'16 mb and'8 mb, respectively. These val
ues assume total fusion cross sections, predicted f
‘‘evapOR’’ @20# based on the code of Ref.@21#, of 235 mb
and 382 mb at beam energies of 226- and 236-MeV, res
tively.

IV. DISCUSSION

The mass 130–140 region of nuclei is well known f
exhibiting nuclear shapes that become ratherg soft or tri-
axial as the neutron number approaches the less defor
region around theN582 shell closure. This loss of axia
symmetry makes it difficult to assign specific configuratio
to particular states as the single-particle nuclear orbits
come severely mixed. The underlying reasons for this beh
ior trend are related to the fact that the protons are in
lower part of theh11/2 shell, where prolate deformed shap
are preferred, and the neutrons are in the upper part of
h11/2 shell where oblate shapes are preferred. For exam
predictions for the holmium nuclei, based on t
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macroscopic-microscopic mass model of Mo¨ller et al. @22#
and the recent calculations of Rykaczewskiet al. @3# suggest
that 143Ho and 141Ho have a large quadrupole deformatio
b2'0.29, 145Ho is only weakly deformed, and147Ho has a
spherical equilibrium shape@3#, with a sharp change in
nuclear shape from prolate to oblate at144Ho. Similarly, for
the terbium isotopes, the lighter isotopes1402141Tb are pre-
dicted to have a prolate deformation with a sharp chang
oblate deformation at142Tb. According to Möller et al. @22#

FIG. 7. The level scheme deduced from these data for the s
that feed and depopulate the new 500(20)-ns isomeric stat
144Ho. The white part of the transition arrows indicates t
electron-conversion component.
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RECOIL ISOMER TAGGING IN THE PROTON-RICH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C63 034321
the two nuclei studied in this work,142Tb and 144Ho, are the
lightest isotopes in each case to show oblate nature and
the N577 boundary between prolate shapes for the ligh
isotopes and oblate shapes for the heavier isotopes. H
ever, it should be noted that these calculations do not al
for nonaxial shapes.

In the present work, theoretical total Routhian surfa
~TRS! and Woods-Saxon cranked-shell-model~CSM! calcu-
lations @23# have been performed. The CSM calculatio
were performed at a deformation extracted from the T
calculations (b250.192, b4520.022, andg5230°) and
represent a triaxial nuclear shape. Figures 8 and 9 show
results of this calculation for the protons and neutrons,
spectively. This large triaxiality is a consequence of the co
petition between the different shape-driving effects of
protons and neutrons and is a well-established feature

FIG. 8. Representative cranked-shell-model calculation for p
tons performed for 142Tb with deformation parameters,b2

50.192, b4520.022, andg5230°. The parity and signature
(p,a) convention for the lines in the plots are as follows: so
lines refer to (p,a)5(1,1/2), dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(1,
21/2), dash-dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(2,1/2), and dashed
lines refer to (p,a)5(2,21/2) quantum numbers.

FIG. 9. Representative cranked-shell-model calculation for n
trons performed for 142Tb with deformation parameters,b2

50.192, b4520.022, andg5230°. The parity and signature
(p,a) convention for the lines in the plots are as follows: so
lines refer to (p,a)5(1,1/2), dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(1,
21/2), dash-dotted lines refer to (p,a)5(2,1/2), and dashed
lines refer to (p,a)5(2,21/2) quantum numbers.
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some of the nuclei in this region, for example,143Tb(g5
227°) @24# and 139Pr(g5215°) @25#. The largeg deforma-
tion is responsible for the large signature splitting of t
single-particle orbits and can be observed in Figs. 8 and 9
theh11/2 protons and theh11/2 and f 7/2 neutrons, respectively
A consequence of this large signature splitting is that ro
tional bands built upon these orbits are expected to fo
decoupled (DI 52) bands with one signature of the config
ration being more favored than the other. Under these tria
conditions, the individual Nilsson quantum numbers are
conserved, for example, the neutronh11/2 orbit will contain
substantial components from thef 7/2 orbit, etc. As a conse-
quence, in the following discussion the configurations will
labeled by the standard convention for parity (p) and signa-
ture (a), whereE and F refer to (p,a)5(2,21/2)1 and
(2,11/2)1, respectively. The labelsG and H refer to
(p,a)5(2,21/2)2 and (2,11/2)2, respectively, and the
positive parity labelsA and B refer to the (p,a)5(1,
11/2)1 and (1,21/2)1 orbits, respectively.

The low statistics for these recoil isomer tagged data
not permit unambiguous spins and configurations to be
signed for the bands established in this work. For exampl
would have been useful to consider angular correlation ra
to assign transition multipolarities and therefore, spins to
states. Such information may be obtainable from the la
multidetector arrays now that the first few transitions ha
been established in this work. However, in order to und
stand the underlying configurations of the isomeric state
144Ho and 142Tb, it is instructive to consider the propertie
of the states above the isomers which from these data ap
to form collective rotational bands whose nature is dom
nated by the presence of the proton-h11/2 orbits. To test these
ideas, the rotational bands built upon the isomeric state
144Ho and 142Tb have been systematically compared w
other h11/2 rotational bands in the neighboring nuclei.~The
systematics of theN578 odd-proton nuclei137Pm, 139Pm,
and 141Eu were recently discussed in Ref.@24#.!

Figure 10 shows the aligned angular momentum~or align-
ment!, i x @26# versus rotational frequency for the abov
isomer rotational bands in144Ho ~consisting of the 502-,
724-, 856-, 885-, and 813-keV transitions! and 142Tb ~con-
sisting of the 557-, 760-, and 876-keV transitions! from this
work with that of the neighboring odd-massh11/2 bands in
145Ho @27#, 143Tb @24#, 139Eu @28#, and 141Eu @29#. The
bands in 144Ho and 142Tb have both been plotted with a
isomer band-head spin of 7\ and aK55\. These values are
assumed to be the most likely spins based on the avail
orbits around the Fermi surface shown in Figs. 8 and 9
also the likely multipolarities for the delayed transition
based on intensity arguments.@Notice the similarity of the
decay schemes for144Ho and 142Tb above the (52) state in
142Tb.# In Fig. 10, the143Tb band@24# is observed to gain
alignment at 0.38 MeV and again at 0.44 MeV. The alig
ment gainD i x54\ at 0.38 MeV was interpreted as the fir
allowed proton-band crossing~the so-calledFG proton
crossing! involving the second and third protons since t
configuration of this band is based on the first protonph11/2
E orbital being occupied@24#. Other bands whose configura

-

-
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tions are based on thisph11/2 proton E orbit are shown for
145Ho, 139Eu, and 141Eu. These bands show similar align
ment gains at 0.37 MeV although the europium isotopes
hibit a weaker mixing strength. Figure 10 shows that
behavior of the band built upon the isomeric state in144Ho is
similar ~albeit with a slightly higher crossing frequency th
is likely related to the different deformation!. The higher
crossing, at 0.44 MeV, was interpreted as the first allow
neutron crossingn(EF) in 143Tb @24#. Unfortunately, in the
present data set for144Ho there were not sufficient statistic
to verify the g-ray coincidences and ordering of the tran
tions above the 813-keVg ray and therefore, the total align
ment gain could not be established. In a similar manner,
values for 142Tb appear to lie along the same locus as
points for the other bands based on the firsth11/2 proton orbit.
The coincidence relationships for the142Tb band do not al-
low this band to be extended into the band-crossing reg
However, they appear to show the start of a slight upt
between 0.3 and 0.4 MeV. Due to these similarities, th
new bands above the isomers in142Tb and 144Ho are rea-
soned to have the same underlyingph11/2 protonE configu-
ration as their neighboring nuclei coupled to the lowest n
tron configurationnE or nA, i.e., ph11/2^ n(h11/2, f 7/2) or
ph11/2^ n(s1/2,d3/2) configurations.

Strongly coupled bands, based on theph11/2^ nh11/2 con-
figuration, were recently observed in140Tb @31#. The differ-
ences between these bands in140Tb and the bands in142Tb
and 144Ho are consistent with those expected for the lar
triaxiality and smaller deformation in the heavier nuclei@22#.
This triaxial interpretation is also consistent with the syste
atic trend observed for otherN577 ph11/2^ nh11/2 bands
where a sharp change in behavior is predicted@22# for the
heavier isotones142Tb and144Ho. Figure 11 shows the align

FIG. 10. The aligned angular momentum,i x versus rotational
frequency for the rotational bands in144Ho and 142Tb from this
work ~see text for details! compared with that of the neighborin
odd-massh11/2 bands in 145Ho @27#, 143Tb @24#, 139Eu @28#, and
141Eu @29#. A reference band with Harris parameters@30# I0

512.0\2MeV21 andI1525.0\4MeV23 @29# was subtracted from
all data in the figure.
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ment for the knownph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in theN577 iso-
tones. In the figure, the bands in142Tb and 144Ho show a
larger signature splitting than those in136Pr @32# and 138Pm
@33#. Notice that the alignment for the strongly couple
bands in136Pr and 138Pm have adjacent points midway b
tween each other compared with the decoupled, presum
more triaxial, bands in the heavier nuclei142Tb and 144Ho
that show a shift from the midpoint. A decoupledh11/2
ground-state band was also recently observed in141Ho @34#
with a large signature splitting.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two new bands built upon the isomeric states in144Ho
and 142Tb show a behavior that is consistent with that e
pected from deformed nuclei with a large triaxiality. The
underlying single-particle configurations are likely compos
of ph11/2^ n(h11/2, f 7/2) or ph11/2^ n(s1/2,d3/2) states. In or-
der to fully determine the underlying configuration, the o
servation of the full-band crossings, which was not possi
with the current experimental setup, would be required. N
that the low-spin transitions have been identified by a rec
isomer tagging technique, an experiment with one of the c
rent state-of-the-art large multidetector arrays, such
EUROBALL @11# or GAMMASPHERE@12# should provide
sufficient resolution and high-fold statistics to extend the
bands built upon the isomers and to find additional bands
is expected that recoil isomer tagging will play a major ro
in identifying nuclei in this region and thereby bridge the g
in knowledge between the proton emitters and the l
neutron-deficient nuclei that can be studied by heavy-
fusion-evaporation reactions with stable beam and ta
combinations without the requirement of additional chan
selection.

FIG. 11. The aligned angular momentumi x versus rotational
frequency for theph11/2^ nh11/2 bands in theN577 isotones. A
reference band with Harris parameters@30# I0512.0\2 MeV21

and I1525.0\4 MeV23 @29# was subtracted from all data in th
figure.
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